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United States Congressman Curt
Weldon ( R-PA) spoke at Villanova Law
School this past Tuesday, November 28.
Weldon, Chairman of the Armed
Services Subcommittee on Military
Intelligence, discussed several examples
of Gore's dishonesty relating to his ties
to Russian Prime Minister Victor
Chernomyrdin. Congressman Weldon
also detailed Gore's dealings with China,
the Buddhist Temple incident, and
the exchange of political campaign
contributions for military technology

even while the Congressman supports
Bush, he also noted that he likely has
ideological disagreements with Bush's
environmental stance. Congressman
Weldon is an expert on international
oceanography, and spent time discussing
this issue as well. Other issues Weldon
spoke of concerned his rise to Congress,
his experience dealing with natural dis
asters across the country, and his found
ing the Firefighter's Congressional
Caucus, which now has 419 members.
Weldon also discussed regional initia-

Congressman Curt Weldon poses with a group of enthusiastic VLS students
last week in the Reuschlein Room.

information.
While most of Weldon's audience
was Republican, there were a handful of
Democrats willing to ask the
Congressman tough questions. And
while several of the audience members
disagreed with some of his comments,
everyone that attended found him inter
esting and informative. Approximately
40 students were in attendance, but
unfortunately no faculty members
attended. Congressman Weldon dedicat
ed most of his speech to a question and
answer session, which lasted 1 'A hours,
to his critical role in dealing with
America's military and security issues.
Passionate and firm in his convic
tions, Weldon made a compelling case
for a George W. Bush presidency. Yet,

tives he was involved in which have
benefited, and will continue to benefit,
Villanova University.
The event was sponsored by the
Villanova Law Republican Society.
Francesca lacovangelo, Erin Ginsburg
and the entire slate of officers worked
very hard to put the event together, and
it proved a success. Those who attended
came away impressed and glad they
went. The Republican Society plans on
having several speakers next semester,
and will strive to ensure that sufficient
advertising of its' sponsored speakers
take place.

By JR Miller (with help
fi-om Joy DeSario)
The Barrister's Ball is
the biggest event of the law
school year. It is a time for
students to put down the
books and go out and enjoy
themselves with their class
mates. The Ball is not
imique to Villanova; many
law schools across the
country hold annual
Barrister's Balls. The tradi
tion at Villanova started
many years ago, and was
not then exclusively a stu
dent event. It was merely a
dirmer, in which both stu
dents and professors would
attend. After dinner, when
the professors had left, the
students would stay and
party throughout the night.
Over the years, the
Villanova Barrister's Ball
has become an exclusive
student gala, each year
becoming more elegant and
extravagant.
This year Barrister's Ball
will be held on Friday,
January 26, 2001, at the
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Chestnut, in the historic
Benjamin Franklin House
in downtown Philadelphia.
The House was named to
the National Historic
Registry in 1981. The
Ballroom features a tum-ofthe-century elegance and
ambiance. It can accom
modate up to 400 guests for
dinner and dancing. The
Grand Balcony, where our
cocktail hour will be host
ed, overlooks the Ballroom.
For pictures of the
Ballroom please see their

Share or Steal: Napster Debate
The Napster Case: Can Our Legal
System Balance Tradition and
Innovation? .
By Jeff Dougherty
The Napster case, come on you
must have heard something about it.
In the 21st century legal community
A& M Records, Inc v. Napster, Inc
maintains equal notoriety with old
1L favorites like Pennoyer v. Neff
and White v.Benkowski. However,
this case has the potential to set the
tones for how new technology and
especially how Internet based tech
nology will integrate into our tradi
tional system of law and precedent.
This technological rebellion holds
the potential to alter the old school
doctrines of copyright law.
The digital distribution of music
is at the center of all of this fury. A
quick outline of the technology
behind this litigation might be useful
for any "non-user friendly" Docket
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Weldon Visits VLS

readers. First of all digital recording
was the first innovation over analog
recording. The analog method,
more popularly know as making
"Mix Tapes" on your home stereo
from various CD's or radio transmis
sions involves actually manipulating
the sound waves. This method sacri
fices sound quality f does not lend
itself to effective mass distribution
because with eSch "copy of the
copy" the sound quality is dimin
ished. However, digital recording is
more sophisticated as it maps the
actual sound wave and converts.it
into a series of numbers that can be
reproduced infinitely while main
taining the sound purity of the origi
nal recording. MP3's are digital
compression technology allowing
the reduction of this enormous
amount of information into a man
ageable format that can be easily
uploaded and downloaded over the

Merry
Christmas
and Happy
Holidays
FREE

SET FOR JANUARY

web site at www.weddingsdelval.com/benballroom.
The night begins at 8
o'clock with a one-hour
cocktail hour. Here you
will be served butlered hors
d'oeuvres and enjoy a topshelf open bar while being
serenaded by a String
Quartet. At 9 o'clock you
will be escorted down the
grand stairs into the Grand
Ballroom. Here you will
enjoy a four-hour reception
of dinner and dancing.
Three full service buffet
stations will be open for
your eating pleasure and of
course, a top-shelf open bar
for the duration of the
event. A DJ imported from
NYC will get you dancing
from the moment you enter
the ballroom until they .
make us leave. The night
will be topped off with a
Viennese Sweet Station and
an international coffee bar
with cordials.
Dates are more than wel
come but are not necessaiy
to have a great time. Many
students come without

me, they have just as much
fun as students with dates.
The dress for the night is
Black Tie optional.
The ticket price this year
is $ 45 per person, which
includes all of the above.
Also included in this price
is valet parking at the
Ballroom and a coat check.
For those of you who prefer
not to drive, we have just
the solution. As has been
the fradition, we will block
off rooms at a local
Philadelphia hotel at a dis

counted rate. The exact
location of the hotel has yet
to be decided but that infor
mation will be forthcoming.
We will also provide shuttle
buses from the hotel to the
Ballroom, and then from
the Ballroom back to the
hotel.
Tickets will be on sale
starting Monday, January 8,
2001 (First Day of Classes),
in the cafeteria. They will
be on sale every weekday
imtil Friday, January 19,
2001. We, the SBA, hope
that you will all take advan
tage of this great time. We
assure you-this will be the
BEST BARRISTER'S
BALL EVER!
If you have any ques
tions, please contact either
JR Miller at
gmiller@law.villanova.edu
or Joy DeSario at jdesario@law.villanova.edu
SEE YOU THERE!!!!!

What:
Barrister's Ball '01
January 26, 2001,
8:00 pm

Where:
Ben Franklin House,
Ballroom at the Ben
834 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia

Attire: Black Tie
Optional

Tickets: $45, on-sale
starting 1/08, in the caf
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Female Liberation
Student Profile: "The Doctor" Paul Gause

Internet. Compressing data into
MP3 format results in a de minimus
loss of sound quality that is virtually
undetectable to the human ear.
Previous to the introduction of
MP3's downloading one song would
take nearly 1 hour with a standard
modem. MPS's allow an average
song to be downloaded in about 6
minutes.
Napster.com offers proprietary
file-sharing software that can be
downloaded free of charge onto any
computer in the world that has
Internet access. Users who have
downloaded the software can log
onto the site and "share" MPS files
with other users who are currently
logged onto the system. The spark
that lit the fire lies in the fact that
Napster users were downloading
songs that were copyrighted, with
out payment to each other or the
artists, record labels. Napster has .

been a tremendous success with
approximately 10,000 music files
shared per second. So, along came
the lawsuit and the tumultuous
uprising by the entertainment world
over the potential for this worldwide
"file-sharing" to undermine legiti
mate sales. Record companies and
music publishers brought a copy
right infringement action against
Napster Inc. According an expert
witness for the Plaintiff, 87% of the
files which were available for down
loading at a random date and time
were copyrighted works.
The scope of the issues presented
in this case reach beyond the con
fines of the music industry, instead
raising the more fundamental ques
tion regarding the accountability of
developers and providers of technol
ogy when others utilize their tech
nology for infringing purposes.
Napster's initial line of defense was
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to assert that their web site func
tioned as an Internet service
provider and they were protected
under the safe harbors of the Digital
Millenium Copyright Act.
Napster further asserted that their
file sharing technology was protect
ed under the Supreme Court prece
dent established in Sony Corp of
America v. Universal Studios, Inc.,
464 U.S. 417 (1984). In this case
the Supreme Court held that the
introduction of VCR's by Sony
Corporation of America did not con
stitute conhibutory infringement
because the technology was capable
of substantial non-infringing uses.
The VCR is capable of recording
publicly broadcast programs as well
as copyrighted movies and pro
grams. Perhaps in recognizing the
inherent social value provided by
this product and invention in general
continued on page 4
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Given all the election con'
troversy going on, I was going
to write a fieiy column about
some curious election proce
dures right here at VLS.
Being a two time SBA
Presidential candidate, I know
from firsthand experience.
But I want to maintain the
holiday vibe so I won't go
there this time. Let's just say I
can sympathize with A1 Gore,
(but just a little, I voted for
George W.). When the stakes
are high, and you've put your
self out on a limb, a candidate
has the right to investigate
things. In the New Year, I'll
elaborate. After all, politics
are local, right?

little sloppy this issue - I have
finals too. While it's true that
I'm a third year and we avoid
fmals if at all possible, it's still
stressful. And even though
my whole colleague group did
stand me up at the ILcolleague reunion lunch, I'll
still give some advice. First
years, trust me, it gets better.
And, while we're on the topic,
ILs should remember the all
encompassing, face-saving fact
of VLS life. These exams
don't really count - it's only
25%!. And milk the old "first
year is soooo hard" thing for
as long as you can, with as
many friends, relatives, and
prospective dates as you can.
And when people ask you
what kind of lawyer you're

going to be, respond as
Professor Mulroney taught us "the rich kind."
We never did get to the bottom of
why self-scheduled exams were
done away with. I've heard two
reasons. To be honest, The
Docket hasn't explored either one,
so for now it's all hearsay (and
thus, inadmissible). The first was
that cheating was rampant. The
other was that the scheduling was
too difficult and the rooms physi
cally got too crowded. But now
some students have 3 or even 4
exams on consecutive days. That
doesn't seem fair.
!|c 4:ic
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Excuse me if the layout is a

Spiros "Da Greek" Bozikis
Dave "Dear Dave" Koller
Rich "Hollywood" Hogan

Letter to the Editor: Law School Stinks - Literally

Elaine "Job Guru" Petrossian
The VLS Docket is published
three times per semester during
the school year by the students of
Villanova University School of
Law, Villanova, PA 19085.
Letters and articles are welcome
from students, faculty, alumni,
and the community. The opinions
expressed herein are solely those
of the writers and do not necessar
ily reflect those of The Docket edi
tors and staff or Villanova
University School of Law.

Dear Docket;
Last Spring, Villanova Law
School promulgated a new
smoking policy. The policy, in
my opinion, was implemented
in response to concerns in the
law school community about
the effects of smoking.
Students, staff and faculty
were concerned with the heahh
effects of second hand smoke,
the smell of smoke permeating
into the building and offices,
and littered butts around...and
in...the law school building.
The smoking policy, on page
the student handbook

VLS S t u d e n t Has G u i l t y

and posted in the building,

Palm Beach Conscience

states that:
"Smoking is prohibited in the
School of Law Building,
which is a smoke-free build

By Jen Kramer
Unable to decide which one was
the lesser of two evils, I elected to
exercise my right not to vote in the
recent Presidential election - a deci
sion I deeply regret. As a registered
Palm Beach voter, every news report
is a reminder that my vote could have
played a critical role in the outcome
of the Presidential Election. My deci
sion was not out of sheer laziness or
apathy, but rather a conscious deci
sion. However this fact has provided
little solace to me.
I volunteered at the Republican
National Convention held here in
Philadelphia, did research on the can
didates' platforms, and watched the
debates, but still had no clear answer
on who should be President. What
did my vote matter anyway? My
vote was not all that important-right?
I was wrong. My punishment will
ultimately be every Presidential
appointment, vetoed bill, or other
consequence of the new Presidential
Administration.
My feelings of guilt are slowly
being replaced with my growing
intolerance for Florida bashing. For
weeks I have listened to comics, com-

" Merry
Christmas &
Happy
Holidays from
The VLS Docket!

9|c ic 4:9|c 4:* **• 3|c

My fellow 3Ls, can you believe
that by this time next year we will
actually be attorneys? (assuming
bar passage).
On that note, does anyone really

Jen "Total Package" Batchelor
Shannon "The Greatest" All

hang out a shingle anymore?
How come I don't hear about
ANYONE doing that. You'd
think with the tremendous techno
logical advantages on the Internet
that more of us would be doing it.
I'll have to ask the (returning this
month) Job Guru about that.
Kudos to SBA for keeping the
cost of Barrister's Ball down, and
for finding a unique place. I for
one am very excited.
Also, let me single out DeanSargent for going above and
beyond this semester with his
excellent Dean's Breakfasts.
More students should take advan
tage of this great opportunity.

ing. Smoking is also prohibit
ed in the courtyard, in the
vicinity of an entrance to the
building, or anywhere else on
the law school grounds except
the parking lot and the desig
nated law school area....Please
note that these smoking
restrictions will be strictly
enforced...." <emphasis
added>
Unfortunately, these con
cerns are still unsolved

and throwing their butts on the
ground. Surely, this is not the
intent of the administration
when it promulgated the
policy.
This tension is amplified by
the August 28th issue of the
Gavel Gazette which states
that smoking is prohibited
"near any of the entrances of
the building." Both near and
vicinity are terms that are
vague enough not to have any

because of a gaping loophole
in the policy. There is a con
flict between allowing smok
ing in the parking lot and not
allowing smoking in thft
ity of the building. Many stu
dents and faculty members can
be seen standing in the parking
lot in the vicinity of the main
entrance smoking cigarettes

meaning at all.
The solution is to make the
parking lot a non-smoking
area. Obviously, students and
-staff should be allowed to
=
smoke inside their cars while
in the parking lot. However,
gathering around outside a per
sons car to smoke or walking
to the building while smoking

Thanks to all the editors, writers,
and advertisers who helped the
Docket grow this semester.
Have a great holiday everyone,
good luck on exams, and don't
dimple any chads over break.

a cigarette should not be per
mitted. Smoking should stop
once the person leaves the car.
Furthermore, students should
be subject to disciplinary
action if they violate the
policy.
I know this sounds harsh,
but some smokers have failed
to follow the spirit of the
smoking policy. This lack of
respect has made the outside
and inside of our law school
look and smell like a dirty ash
tray. I feel that these changes
are reasonable and fair. There
is no excuse to trample upon
the rights of non-smokers who

demand a smoke-free environ
ment.

NameWitheld by Request

mentators, and colleagues
for her thoughts. She said she
New Year's Resolutions, Sandler Style
make snide remarks about my
didn't have a problem but did
:By
Derek Sandler
1 decided to do a little exper
home. For those of you who
say that the ballot was much
iment-to see how many people
believe that Palm Beach
more difficult than necessary.
Not that many of you might
considered making resolutions
County js inhabited by the
She said she could easily see
and what they were. The best
most idiotic Americans ever to someone being confused by its realize it, but the New Year is
approaching
rapidly.
Sure
we
answer
I got was from
vote in a presidential election,
layout. She is a 24-year old
have
our
faces
buried
in
books,
Konstantinos
"Dino"
let me assure you that most
lawyer. Imagine a woman
outlines,
and
our
hands,
but
if
Yiarmopoulos.
He said his res
residents of Palm Beach
with 2 kids on either side tug
you
follow
the
Julian
Calendar,
olution
was
to
leave
the com
County have an above average ging at her, an elderly woman
it
is
almost
time
to
plan
that
puter
lab
and
go
home
for the
I.Q. and even possess the req
with bifocals, or a new
party
and
think
of
a
resolution.
break.
It
makes
sense,
the guy
uisite knowledge to tie their
American citizen voting for
New
Year's
celebration
was
is
always
there
(though
not nec
own shoelaces. Unfortunately, the first time-are their difficul
started
almost
4000
years
ago
essarily
doing
work),
and
he
South Floridians are the first
ties so hard to understand?
by
the
Babylonians.
Alongside
should
forget
about
school
for a
to jump on the Florida bashing
I know who comes to the
the
Jewish
New
Year,
Rosh
little
while
and
go
home.
bandwagon. Florida resident
voting booths in Palm Beach.
Hashanah, the Julian New Year
Most people get weird
and columnist Dave Barry
Some are holocaust survivors,
is the oldest holiday in exis
announced to the Today show,
some barely speak English,
when asked about resolutions,
tence. The celebration was held but why? Some people feel
"We should be voted out of
but they all cherish their right
in
March because of the onset
the Union for this." I agree
to vote. They come out to the
they are caught off guard or that
of
spring and the arrival of new
with Dave Barry when he
polls religiously but do they
they do not have a resolution
said, "If you have ever driven
want to ask for help? No, and crops. Unlike our one night of
handy. Some people do not
celebration, the Babylonians
in South Florida you realize
nor should they have to ask
believe in the tradition. I nor
celebrated the New Year for 11
that we don't understand
someone to help cast a vote.
anyone else can tell you to
days. However, in 153 B.C.,
arrows." However, I do not
Voting is a private individual
make one, but here is a word to
Julius
Caesar put his foot down
feel we should bash Florida as
right, and the ballots should be
the wise. We are in law school.
and declared January 1 as the
much as try to defend.
straightforward and not need
Further, each of us has other
Palm Beach County is not
matters, problems, and time con
explanation. Although people begiiming of the New Year.
Hence, the birth of the Julian
straints to work around. Fussing
all senior citizens, but we do
can argue that instructions
over
a New Year's resolution is the
calendar.
have more than most counties
were mailed to the public,
last
thing
you should worry about
So,
what
of
these
stupid
res
percentage-wise. The major
, how many people actually
However,'you should, at some
olutions
you
ask?
The
ancient
misconception is that only the
read the instructions prior to
point, take a moment to reflect on
Babylonians were the first peo
senior citizens had problems
Election Day?
your past year, semester, or week.
ple to use New Year's
reading the ballots. I know
The one positive thing to
As Ferris Bueller said, "Stop, take
Resolutions. Essentially, our
more than a fair share of edu
come out this election is a
a look around, or you just might
concept of New Year's resolu
cated, relatively, young voters
renewed interest in elections.
miss it." So whether you scour the
tions is sfrikingly similar to the
web for a twelve step plan or do a
that had a problem reading the Hopefiilly this interest will
Babylonians. A typical resolu
little self-reflection, take some time
ballots as well. I called a
result in some much-needed
to be happy. If you feel like setting
tion
of
the
Babylonians
was
to
friend of mine, who just
reforms in the electoral
some
appropriate goal for yourself,
return
borrowed
farm
equip
passed the Florida bar and
process.
good luck doing it.
ment
to
their
rightfiil
owners
voted in South Florida, to ask
(perhaps a good example for
you bad borrowers out there).
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Holiday Stuff
Batchelor on Gift- Giving
By Jen Batchelor
During the first year of law
school, the holidays are, well,
what holidays? You finish
your memo (hopefully), and
suddenly you have a few
classes left and bam! Finals!
Which you are, admit it,
scared about.
My memories of the holi
days during my first year are:
asking iny brother to take care
of presents for mom and dad;
writing him a check; telling
my mom that, yes, I would be
home for Thanksgiving, but
do not expect me to be pleas
ant; to please drive an hour
out here, buy me food, clean
my apartment, and bring me a
tree with lights and ornaments
on it. My mother was a saint.
I also recall telling my friends
that while it was Tuesday, we
needed to go to the Brick Bar
and get bombed, which we
did. What finals?
For some reason, 1 have
been asked to provide you
with some holiday wisdom.
Here it is: yes, finals and law
school are stressful. And yes,
you should be outlining, but,
remember that you have
friends and family, and that
other, normal, people are dec
orating their homes, making
cookies, and sending out holi
day cards. You are entitled to
be happy and have some fun.
Put lights around your win
dows; go to Kmart and get a
cheesy holiday songs CD.
Get that unwitting person
you've been eyeing all semes
ter drunk and hang up some
mistletoe (TG's are a good
To help you get into the

holiday spirit and reduce the
strain on your brains, 1 have
polled people for gift ideas. I
asked about things they'd like
to receive, things they've
given in the past that have
gone over well, cool stuff
they've spotted - whatever
works.
Now first of all, I didn't
list all the "at least one grade
better than a C" answers.

That is a given. We all want
that. But professors, if you
are generous, perhaps people
will mysteriously show up to
wash your cars, paint your
houses, and do your laundry.
These things can be arranged.
See www.anythingforA's.com.
That said, let's get down to
business.
Need gifts for younger
kids in your family?
Activity boxes are always a
big hit. Here's what you do:
go to Kmart or a craft store.
Purchase a good-size colorful
storage box. In it, place stick
ers, markers, crayons, coloring
books, construction paper,
glitter, glue, etc. You get the
idea. Now get paint pens and
decorate the outside of the box
with the child's name. Kids
will be thrilled, and parents
will love it too (anything to
keep the kids quiet for a few
hours). Your parents are
tough, right? What can you
do for people who have more
money than you and pretty
much don't need anything?
Spend some extra time with
them. Believe me, they will
appreciate this more than any
thing.
Other ideas for inlaws/relatives/significant
others include: travel kits for
toiletries - people never know
how much they'd use one of
these until they've got one;
beer of the month club
(always a popular choice); a
nice dinner cooked by you (a
pleasant surprise if you can
cook; if not, combine with lots
of wine). Top it off with
flowers on the table or a fesMartha Stewart did not write

that).
What else? A college stu
dent would appreciate gift
certificates to WAWA for latenight munchies or that daily
cup of coffee. Goldfish are a
cute gift for your girlfriend if she can be counted on to
keep them alive! Or treat her
to a manicure and pedicure.
(Guys, certificates are avail
able for these things, and no.

she will not want you to go,
too. It is a nice treat, especial
ly if you throw in an extra cer
tificate so she can make it a
girls' thing.)
Friends; Instead of every
one doing Secret Santa or all
buying each other something,
chip in on a taxi or limo and
spend a night on the town. Or
go out for a nice dinner
together. Take pictures to
commemorate the event - poor
law students actually eating a
good meal at a nice restaurant
merits documentation.
Figuring out stuff for
boyfriends is not easy. Many
of them are bored by clothes.
A subscription to Maxim,
Sports Illustrated, Rolling
Stone, Men's Health, etc.,
would probably go over well.
Men also tend to like gizmothings. I don't know much
about these - you'll have to go
to Sharper Image and ask a
random man there. Cool com
puter or video games that
involve blowing things up,
conquering countries, killing
demons, or whatever is called
"Myst" or "Riven" also seem
to be popular choices.
And, since most men are
in need of some help in the
grooming department (sorry
guys, the pores are out of con
trol and you wouldn't tolerate
it on us!): get him some guy
stuff from the Body Shop or
Bath And Body Works, or put
together a "custom kit" from
the vast array of products at
Kmart, SuperFresh, etc. Guys
like this stuff once they actu
ally try it. I even got one
hooked on using a showerSo, that's a pretty extensive

idea list. Hope it makes the
holidays a little easier on you
all. Best wishes for surviving
finals/job interviews/muster
ing up the strength to come
back next semester. And
remember, take advantage of
mistletoe, smell the ever
greens, and enjoy the season!
Happy Holidays!

Gadget Geek
by Dan DeLiberty
Well, Jen, since you mentioned it.
I am the king of techno trinkets, a
true "gadget geek," if you would.
Here's a few quick shopping sug
gestions, and of course I'll be
Intemet centric. Here's a rambling
mix of good web stuff and
Christmas ideas, especially if you're
looking to splurge on yourself this
holiday.

I think I have the coolest toy
around in the Aiwa CDC-MP3
player. This is pricey ($299), so
you'd have to dip into the federal
funds to get it. But it's the first con
sumer car CD player that plays MP3
files. Which means I can play a sin
gle CD which has over 160 songs
and ten hours of music on it! Talk
about a roadtrip cornpilation. It
takes me a week just to get through
one CD! Awesome.
www.crutchfield.com

Dreldl, DreidI, DreidI: A Jewish Boy
in a Catholic School at Christmas
By David Koller
Besides good
looks, a wonderful sense of
humor, a charming person
ality,and an entire harem of
honeys, I ask each and
every one of you-what else
could I possibly have in
common with Adam
Sandler? Alright, I did not
expect anyone to know that
1 too got dirty with Drew
Barrymore at bar mitzvah
parties back in the eighties.
The correct answer is that
we both celebrate
Chanukah. So in an effort
to promote, or perhaps
introduce, a tiny bit of
diversity here at Villanova
University School of Law, 1
have gathered eight of the
most frequently asked ques
tions that my friends pose
to me during the holiday
season, year after year after
year after year. The follow
ing represented a list of
questions that were asked
by boys and girls alike,
except for the first question,
which was asked (again and
again and again) only by
the ladies.
1) "Dave, would you like
to go out sometime?"
Even during the holiday
season, when there is so
much other stuff to discuss
and talk about, it seems as
if this one still tops the list
of questions that the ladies
ask me, by an overwhelm
ing margin. 1 can't help it.
^ve^vnaRxactiy TS
Chanukah?"
The Hebrew word
"Chanukah" means "dedica
tion. The eight-day festival
of Chanukah, also known as
the festival of lights, cele
brates the Jewish peoples'
struggle for religious free
dom. The story of
Chanukah begins in the
year 336 B.C.E., when
Alexander the Great con
quered the Persian Empire,
which included Judea, the

modem day Israel.
Alexander allowed the
lands under his control to
continue observing their
own religions, and he prom
ised .the Jews that his
empire would not interfere
with their religious prac
tices.

3) "Dave, why do you
light all of those candles?"
It is called a menorah. The
menorah in the Temple was
supposed to bum through. out every night. However,
oil was needed for the
menorah. During the rededication of the Temple, there
was very little oil that had
not been defiled by the
Greeks. It would take an
eight-day round trip journey
to obtain new pure oil.
Determined to rededicate
the Temple even if the
menorah could bum for
only one night, the Jews lit
the menorah. Miraculously,
the menorah bumed for
eight days until a new sup
ply of oil could be brought.
The community rejoiced.
An eight-day festival was
declared to commemorate
this miracle.
4) "Dave, what is that lit
tle toy that all of those
Jewish kids spin and sing
to?"
It is called a dreidel. Every
dreidel has four sides with
one Hebrew letter on each
side. In translation, the let
ters stod foci
great miracle happened
there." During the time of
the Maccabees, Jews were
imprisoned for the "crime"
of studying the Torah.
While in jail, these Jews
would, gather together to
play dreidel. These days, it
is a gambling game mostly
played for M&Ms, choco
late coins, or pennies.
There are also contests to
see who can spin the dreidel
the longest or to see who
can get the most dreidels to

Also try buy.com and keep an
eye on their deals of the day. They
had a 19 inch monitor for only $219
a few weeks back. Look first to
dealcatcher.com, my new favorite
site which has saved me hundreds '
of dollars. It tells you all the deals
and coupon codes for every good
site. Use a shopping bot -mysimon.com, bottom dollar.com are
good to do quick comparison shop
ping.
I like to read the consumer

reviews on Amazon.com before
making a big purchase - very help
ful. Don't overlook Sears.com.
The financing deals are often
hard to beat. Digital cameras have
come down in price. Look to pay
about $200 for at least a 1 megapix
el version - anything less is a toy.
Try refurbishedstore.com and
overstock.com as well for cheap
factory serviced electronics.
Here's a low-tech idea. Get a
guy the new Pat Croce tome, "1 Feel

the copyrighted work itself, 3) the
amount of work copied in relation to
the work as a whole, and 4) the
effect of the use on the market.
Perhaps, the effect on the market of
this file sharing technology will tend
to be the most cmcial factor in
Napster's defense The court found
that Napster use was likely to
reduce CD purchases by college stu
dents. However, a significant per
centage of students asserted that the
file sharing technology allowed
them to make an informed decision
on what CD's to purchase.
Considering the current
legislation and precedent it seems
clear that Napster does violate copy
right law. The file-sharing technolo
gy introduced by Napster is perhaps
one of the most innovative and
invaluable developments on the

Intemet since its inception. The
Supreme Court recognized the value
of new technologies in Sony, and
one can only hope that Appellate
court will balance the potentially
beneficial applications of this tech
nology with the specific facts of this
case and come to a justifiable solu
tion that allows the protection of
copyright holder's rights as well as
the crucial innovations developing
in the area of cyber based technolo
gies.
In conclusion it might be beneficial
to consider how the Constitution
itself might be applied to these
copyright issues. Article I authoriz
es Congress to promote the arts and
sciences. This has traditionally be
recognized in copyright law as the
power of authors of creative works
to secure for limited times the rights

spin simultaneously.
5) "Dave, is there a Jewish
version of Santa Clause?"
There actually is. We like
to refer to him as
"Chanukah Harry." I'll
admit it, Santa is pretty.
cool. But Chanukah Harry
has his act together. Check
it out-we do not need to
leave cookies and milk out
for Harry because he will
come by anyway. He does
not need any reindeers or
sleds to get around either.
He can carry a whole lot of
presents also, and he comes
to your house for eight
straight nights, whether you
were naughty or nice. And
finally, I do not think that
there are any documented
instances of where
Chanukah Harry has made
anyone who has sat on his
lap in a mall cry during the
holiday season.
6) "Dave, is there a Jewish
version of a Christmas
tree?"
Yeah, and it is called a
Chanukah Bush, but please
do not tell my rabbi,
because that might be
something that the Koller
family introduced into the
holiday.
7) "Dave, what does a
Jewish kid do on
Christmas?"
Oh, this one is easy. And
the answer is not sit around
in my room with the door
^but we^ng, while 1 listen
bandfer's
Chanukah song over and
over again, wishing that I
celebrated Christinas.
Instead, my day consists of
Chinese food and the
movies, a wonderful Jewish
tradition.
Here is to wishing everyone
a happy holiday season no
matter which holiday you
celebrate.

Great." The Sixers coach is my
choice for commencement speaker,
especially since he lives in
Villanova, I believe. You can get
some cool stuff for dirt cheap (and free
one year magazine subscriptions with a
$15 purchase) at half.com. You can get
totally free magazine subscriptions just
for registering at either valpak.com or
pointsuniverse.com.
Beyond the web, both Pizzeria Uno
(20% off) and Hollywood Tans (buy
one, second is 50% off) have great gift
certificate offers going on.

Napster continued from page
the Court's holding provided a
Napster Inc., 2000 WL 1182467, 55
defense to technology manufactur
U.S.P.Q.2d 1780 (N.D. Cal. Aug.
ers. However, both of these defens
10,2000). Napster appealed the
es failed in the Napster case.
decision and was granted a last
Napster attorney's also argued that
minute stay of the injunction by the
any infringement which occurred
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
was actually legitimate because it
while it considers the complex
constituted a "fair use." The district - issues involved in the case.
court for the Northem District of
Perhaps the greatest obstacle that
California held that (1) the plaintiffs
the pending Naspter case poses is
established a prima facie case of
how our current legal system can
direct copyright infringement (2)
balance long standing copyright law
with the development of new tech
downloading and uploading of MP3
music files by Napster users was not
nologies at cyber-speed.
fair use; (3) plaintiffs established a
Napster's best defense will be in
likelihood of success on their con
seeking a broad interpretation of the
tributory and vicarious infringement
Fair Use doctrine. Fair use is a
claims; and (4) plaintiffs were enti
copy-right law buzz phrase and as it
tled to injunctive relief, effectively
currently stands is defined by four
ordering the Napster service to shut
factors; 1) the purpose or character
down as of midnight the next day.
of the use, namely whether it was
See A & M Records, Inc., et ai. v.
commercial or not, 2) the nature of

to their works. This value is of the
utmost importance in motivating
both established and rising musi
cians developing interesting and
intriguing music. It is also reason
able to conclude that this provision
could authorize legislation that
would promote intemet based tech
nologies such as Napster. However,
it is my hope that the judiciary sys
tem will recognize both the remark
able innovation introduced by
Napster's file sharing technology in
their pending decision while balanc
ing the firmly rooted tradition which
protects the artist's and record com
panies legitimate intellectual proper
ty rights.
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Law.com...Where Your Law Books Are Always in Stock.
Student Store

Career Center I Seminars | Student Resources I
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Law Students

At t h e law.com S t u d e n t Store, w e h a v e o v e r 5 , 0 0 0 t i t l e s in
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within 2 4 hours—other o n l i n e s t o r e s m a k e you w a i t w e e k s
for casebooks a n d s t u d y guides. Plus, if you o r d e r over $ 1 0 0
in materials, we'll ship t h e m t o you f o r f r e e . Visit t h e law.com
S t u d e n t S t o r e for your casebooks, s t u d y guides, s o f t w a r e ,
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Visit us 2 4 hours a day, 7 d a y s a week a t
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o r call 8 0 0 - 6 2 8 - 1 1 6 0
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Miscellaneous

D'oh!!!! Dumb Criminals

Job Guru
Is December 1
"D-Day?"
Dear Job Guru:
I'm a First Year. I vaguely
recall one of the talking
heads at orientation telling
us that we should start
visiting Career Services
early and often, and cer
tainly before November 1.
Of course, the 85,546 bits
of infonriation stuffed into
my brain that day washed
away with the tapping of
the first TG keg.

tv.

Now I'm hearing all this
buzz about December 1,
December 1, December 1,
like it's job search "DDay." What's up with
that? Is December 1
when legal employers get
invaded like the beaches
of Normandy by battal
ions of First Years? I've
been focused on finals ~
if I didn't machine-gun a
bazillion resumes out on
Deceinber 1, have I totally
missed the boat?
Signed,
Private G. Pyle

Dear Private Pyle:
At ease, soldier. You
haven't missed the boat.
Plenty of time to get to
Nonnandy.

taking Career Services up
on the offer to explore the
library and chat with the
pros about what you want
to be when you grow up.
November 1 is simply the
first day that Career
Services can begin work
ing on your resume, cover
letter, and job applica
tions. Before that, every
thing else is fair game.)
About this December 1
business. December 1 is
the first day according to
NALP guidelines that ILs
may begin actually apply
ing for jobs. NALP mem
ber law schools believe
that this rule allows 1 Ls to
focus their first few
months on acclimating to
the law school experience
and hunkering down to
their books. This rule also
seeks to prevent "dirty
rush" (forgive the Greek
terminology) from being
inflicted on you impres
sionable and cherubic
First Years. Rest assured,
most First Years around
the USA are also facing
December exams, and
most will use Spring
Semester to go full throt
tle on the job search. And
most legal employers
don't turn their full atten
tion to 1 Ls until their
applicant pool rounds out
in the Spring Semester.
Also, let Job Guru make
one thing crystal clear;
exams should be your
absolute first priority dur
ing December.
However, to avoid becom
ing a danger to yourself or
to others during exams,

you also must take breaks.
Consider whether sending
out a few applications
may give you a break
from the books. For
some, playing arts and
crafts with resumes and
cover letters might be a
welcome respite from
worrying about who the
#$%& owns Blackacre.
For others, it might be like
dousing a burning outline
with liquid hydrogen.
You may have a handful
of employers that you
already know you'd love
to contact. Or, maybe
you've checked out the
Career Services website
and have identified a very
discrete category of
employers that won't take
much legwork to research.
Maybe some of these
employers are in your
hometown where you'll be
spending the winter break.
Or, maybe some require
travel you'd prefer to
avoid during classes, if
possible. Finally, some of
these employers may have
application deadlines early
in the Spring Semester.
If this is where you're
coming from, consider
taking a break from study
ing, to devote a little time
to reach out to a very
small, select group of pre
ferred employers. Doing

Sincerely,
Beavis

By Shannon Ali

Dear Beavis:

So you locked you keys in
the car. So you missed
your Con Law exam. Take
comfort in knowing that
you've got nothing on
these classic boneheads
whose stupidity earned
them an express trip to the
slammer.

Don't knock Behind The
Music - three time's a
charm, and Job Guru
watches it religiously
because it offers outstand
ing career advice (like,
"don't do heroin").
There are lots of ways you
can focus your winter
energies in a positive,
career enhancing way.
First, make a list (and
check it twice) of former
co-workers, college pals,
family fnends, or anyone
else you might be good to
talk to about your career
goals. Then, let the holi
day spirit move you to
actually pick up the tele
phone and get back in
touch with these folks.
Similarly, get in touch
with your past by visiting
fomier co-workers or
employers. Talk to them
about where you are in
your job search and ask
them if they have any
advice or leads for you.
No need to stress about
formality~you can do all
this over a cup of eggnog
or other winter libation.

If you're interested in liti
gation, consider spending
a day at the courthouse
liMMMefaiag (notiona»4a^- £ ^
arraignments, trials, or
guarantees, but it could
other proceedings. You'll
make a positive differ
learn a TON and if some
ence. It could give you
one notices you, tell them
the lead-time necessary to
that you're there to watch
maybe interview or net
litigators and courts in
work over winter break.
action. They'll be
It could give these
impressed with your ini
employers the positive
tiative, and who knows
message that you're very
where the conversation
interested in them. It
might lead.
could also give you a little
peace of mind that you've
If you're interested in nonstarted sooner, rather than
litigation work, try visit
later, on your job search.
ing a lawyer in that field
for an "informational
If this isn't where you're
interview" and learn more
coming from - fret not.
about their work. Or, see
Job Guru obtained a 1L
if you can volunteer at a
summer job sometime in
legal clinic or any other
April, if memory serves
non-profit. You're bound
(and she walked uphill in
to learn something and
the snow without shoes to
you may also meet helpful
get it). Starting in
new contacts.
January, Career Services
will once again begin
And if none of that sounds
bombarding you with
appealing, the Job Guru
more programs, orienta
recommends "E-True
tions, advice, and opportu
Hollywood Story." The
nities. Why? Because
episode on Different
Santa doesn't deliver jobs.
Strokes was excellent.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
The Job Guru
The Job Guru
o|c 4c *:|c« 4c :|c*4:4:*
If
3(c: 1 c J k* * *
:<(
*
Behind The Music
Tell Me Why

Dear Job Guru:
I'm a 3L and I'm still
searching for employment.
I've all but given up on
exams, so I've got a lot of
free time, now that classes
4re over. 1 feel I should
be spending my time con
structively (and I've
already s^n every single
episode of "Behind The
Music" at least twice).
What can I do to feel like
a contributing member of
society over the next few
weeks?

Dear Job Guru:
Advice much appreci
ated, but why are your
columns so %$&"' long?
Signed,
Soundbite Sam

Dear Soundbite:
Because I'm the Job Guru,
and you're hot.
Cheers and; Happy
Holidays!

Tlie Job Guru

Miami, FL- Natron
Fubble tried to rob a
Miami deli, but the owner
broke Fubble's nose by
hitting him in the face
with a giant salami.
Fubble fled and hid in the
trunk of a parked car. The
car, however, belonged to
an undercover police team
that was trailing another
criminal. After five days,
the officers heard Fubble
whimpering in the trunk
and arrested him.
City Unknown, SC- An
angry man walked into his
local police station and
threw a bag of cocaine on
the counter. He told the
desk sergeant that it was a
substandard cut and
demanded that dealer he
bought it from be arrested.
Hopedale, MA- An ine
briated man stood naked in
his front yard one night
and began shooting at cars
that passed by. Finally
someone called the police.
When the officer passed
by, the drunk shot at his
car also. The police man
got out of the car and in an
attempt to escape, the man
jumped on the back of the
family's German shepherd.
The dog became angry and
viscously attacked the man
while the officer hand
cuffed him.

Location Unknown- A
man went into a drug store
and announced his inten
tions to commit robbery.
He pulled a Hefty-bag
over his face to conceal
his identity. He did not,
however, cut eyeholes in
the mask and was tackled
by a brave customer.
Pontiac, MI- Charged
with drug-possession,
Christopher Johns claimed
that he had been searched
without a warrant. The
prosecutor said the officer
did not need a warrant
because a bulge in Johns'
jacket could have been a
gun. "Nonsense," said
Christopher who happened
to be wearing the same
jacket that day. When he
handed the judge the jack
et, a bag of cocaine fell
out. The judge required a
five minute recess so that
he could gain his compo
sure.
Norristown, PA- Accused
of selling drugs, Howard
Jones' attorney sought to
lower his client's bail from
$150,000 insisting that
Jones would not think
about fleeing. At that very
instant, Jones sprinted
out of the front door of the
courtroom. He was caught
fifty minutes later and his
bail was raised to
$500,000.
East Hartford, CT- In
East Hartford, CT, a cou
ple of guys were sitting
outside an apartment
building, smoking a joint.
They were so intent on
their conversation that a
UNIFORMED cop walked
up beside them and held

out his hand and they
passed the joint to him.
Sanford, FL - A man
went to the county jail to
visit his friend. While
waiting in the lobby, he lit
a marijuana cigar6tte. Jail
officials arrested the man
as soon as he exited the
lobby area. In addition to
the cigarette, he had half a
pound of marijuana on his
person.
Location Unknown- A
man walked into a gun
shop and attempted to
commit robbery. A knife
was his weapon. He was
quickly fired on by three
employees who were all
armed.
Greenwood, IN- An
Indiana man broke into
McDonald's early one
morning. When police
officers pulled up to the
drive-through window and
asked the man what he
was doing, he promptly
replied he was a burglar.
When officers went inside
to arrest the man, they
found him trying to open a
safe with a hamburger
spatula.
New Orleans, LA.- A
man broke into a home
and stole, among other
things, jewelry and New
Orleans Saints' season
tickets. The police arrested
him the following Sunday
at the Superdome. He was
not only sitting in the
homeowner's seat, he was
wearing his jewelry.
These stories were provided by
www.dumbcriminalacts.com
who assumes all liability for
accuracy of content.

Preparation Starts for Public Interest Auction
By Jessica Christie
Thanksgiving and upcoming holidays
remind us all to be thankful for family, health
- all that we have. At Villanova University
School of Law, there are many opportunities
to volunteer and heJp those who are less for
tunate. An excellent way, that directly bene
fits VLS students, is by helping put with the
Public Interest Fellowship Program (PIFP)
Auction. By now most of you are familiar
with PIFP. Organized in 1998, PIFP provides
financial support to students who commit
their summers to public service work. Many
students are committed to helping the less
fortunate, but find they are stifled by finan
cial constraints as law school tuition contin
ues to increase. Public interest organizations
are similarly burdened, and often cannot
afford to pay students for the summer. By
raising inoney, PIFP helps students at
Villanova who in turn aid the larger commu
nity through their work.
The Fourth Annual Auction for Public

Interest will be on Friday, March 16, 2001 at
Villanova. We hope to raise $50,000 to fiind
at least 12 students. We need help from the
entire law school community to realize this
goal. While you enjoy the holiday break at
home or on vacation somewhere else, think
about what you might be able to contribute.
A catered meal, a lesson of some sort, sports
tickets. Check out our web-site from last
year's auction: http://vls.law.vill.edu/students/orgs/pifp/auction2000.html if you need
ideas. Email Sheila Hannigan, PIFP
Solicitation Coordinator, if you have a ques
tion about items. We also need volunteers to
help plan this event. KenButera
(jbutera@law.villanova.edu) and Francesca
lacovangelo (fiacovan@law.villanova.edu)
are PIFP Volunteer Coordinators and can
answer any questions you might have about
volunteering or if you want to start volunteer
ing in 2001.
Enjoy your holiday break. Think about
how you can help PIFP make the 2001
Auction the best event at Villanova!
j
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Commentary
Us V. Them: Does The West Really
Encompass Female Liberation?
By Carmen Bell
As the land of free
dom and equality, the
United States prides
itself as a world leader
that does not have a
single, defining culture
that impairs the lives
of its citizens. Or does
it? The idea that the
United States attributes
behavior to culture '
only for minorities or
foreigners, thus sug
gesting that whites act
solely based upon indi
vidual viewpoints due
to a lack of culture, is a
growing concern
among today's Critical
Race Theory and
Feminist scholars.
This is just a part of a
lecture that Professor
Leti Volpp, a nationally

renowned scholar in
these areas, held here
at VLS this past
November 28.
Professor Volpp
called this problem the
"discourse" between
feminism and multiculturalism. It creates the
illusion of a cultural
war oTTJS^ - ,
(Westerners) versus
"Them" (NonWestemers). The dis
course results in a
biased and thus mistak
en conclusion that
immigrant communi
ties are naturally more
"gender subordinating"
than the United States
because their culture
supports such discrimi
nation. Professor
Volpp pointed out that
there is a certain "Ac
tive element" to the
idea that Western
women are truly liber
ated. For example,
some Americans con
demn the practices of
gender discrimination
in other non-Western
societies as savage or
barbaric because they
are so deviant from our
own culture: dowry
murders; female geni
tal mutilation; throw
ing a widowed woman
into her husband's
funeral pyre. Yes,
these measures seem
drastic to us, but in
making those judg
ments, we tend to trivi
alize the flaws that
exist in our society.
Professor Volpp argued
that the United States
has its own gender dis
criminatory "culture."
Think about the repro
ductive politics of
Christian
Fundamentalists, the •
abundance of domestic
violence prevalent in
our society, the crime

of rape and its strin
gent burdens of proof,
the multi-million
pornography market,
sexual harassment in
the workplace, and
inequality in wages.
Are not all these ele
ments representative of
our culture?
Inspired by
Professor Volpp's lec
ture, I decided to con
duct a poll on a small
sample of students
within the school com
munity. The sample
was comprised of 50
men and 50 women,
and the results were
rather interesting. 44%
females were raised in
"strict and sheltered,"
or "somewhat shel
tered" homes, whereas
only 26% males were

raised in such an
atmosphere. The more
"lenient or laid-back"
upbringing consisted of
32% men and only
18% women.
"fl6We<^,TiTOre itiaites,""^
34%, claimed that they
had parents who were
"demanding and with
high expectations" than
females, 28%.
As for what influ
ences their views on
men, 48% of the stu
dents ranked culture
first. 56% thought cul
ture influenced their
views on women.
These choices ranked
first among the media,
religion, friends, and
elders. When it came
to what disadvantages
minorities in our coun
try, 54% of the women
and 58% of the men
chose poor education.
Culture ranked some
where in the middle,
while religion came in
dead last. When ques
tioned about Islamic
countries, culture and
religion ranked as
number one and num
ber two for those coun
tries being disadvan
taged in comparison to
Western civilizations.
In the last two
questions, I asked the
students how women's
status faired in both a
Western society such
as the United States,
and in a society such
as traditionally Islamic
countries. Only 32%
of the women thought
women were "equal to
men" oi"'somewhat
equal to men," while
52% of the men select
ed these categories.
Most of the women,
56%, believed that
women were "pro
gressing toward equali
ty with men but still

disadvantaged." Many
men agreed, yet it was •
still only 36%. When
asked about Islamic
countries the answers were more alike. Most
of the students, 58% '
women and 56% men,
agreed that women in
traditionally Islamic
countries were "severe
ly oppressed and domi
nated by men," where
as all but 4% of the
rest agreed that the
women were at least
"subordinate to men."
The predominant
reasons for the answers
to the Islamic women's
status question were
"the media" and "the
stereotypes." Quite a'
few students referred
to the female's dress
(the veil, having to

"cover their bodies in
the heat") and respon
sibilities to her hus
band (having to "walk
behind him" or "take
orders from him") as

Student Profile: The Doctor
One Degree. Two Degree. Three
Degree. Four?: 2L Paul Gause And
His Multiple Identities
By Patrick Kurtas
This month, I took a step away from
reporting on the happenings at the law
school to sit down with a student that
has intrigued me since the first time I
heard him speak. Paul Gause, a
multi-talented and knowledgeable sec
ond-year student, can always be seen
with a smile on his face, even as he
engages in his zealous pursuit of yet
another new and unique opportunity.
K: Tell me a little bit about your life
prior to law school.
G: I went to medical school at Baylor
College of Medicine in Houston, TX,
and I did my internship and residency
there; After I finished my residency, I
stayed on for two years as a faculty
member teaching internal medicine. In
1980,1 moved to Lancaster County
where I worked in a general internal
medicine practice that I owned. In
1995,1 sold my practice and took a
full-time faculty position at Penn State,
Hershey, where I became an Assistant
Professor of Medicine in the
Department of Internal Medicine. At
this time I was also working at the vet
erans' hospital in Lebanon, PA. To do
my job as best as I could I wanted
training in the administrative part of
medicine, so after hours I completed
an M.B.A. at York College in health
care management. I got intrigued by
policy considerations and, more specif
ically, by health c^e policy, When I
irt ifite student union BuiHing gj
York I saw a sign that said, "Take the
LSAT." I thought that if what I'm
reading is so dependent upon policy
and statutory considerations and leg
islative initiative, why not pursue my
interest.

sexism. Some students
wrote that it was sim
ply "common knowl
edge" or "obvious" that
Islamic tradition subor
dinated women to men. "
The method of jus
K: What have been the courses that
tifying our "progres
you most enjoyed taking at law
sive" society could
school?
lead to ignorance when
viewing the status of
women around the
world. If America had
no culture on which to
blame gender subordi
nation on, then domes
tic violence would not
be the daily topic for
the show "Cops," sexu
al harassment would
not be poked fim of
(such as in the televi
sion show "The
Street," in which a
well-educated wall
street professional is
constantly harassed by
a male coworker), talk
shows would not con
stantly address the
problem "My Teenage
Daughter Dresses Too
G: My favorite courses are TortsSexy," and there would
Professor Wertheimer-because really
be more female leaders
that's what I feel most familiar with.
in politics rather than
A real close second to that has been
an exceedingly large
Con law-Professor Magarian-because
group of white men.
it's odd that I have lived through a lot
These stereotypes may
of the cases that we are discussing
be unfortunate and
(High School - Miranda; Medical
appear exaggerated,
• School - Roe v. Wade) and now to be
but they are in fact a
sitting in Con Law class when the
part of reality, fur
election is being determined is special.
thered by our own cul
ture. As Professor
K: What is your take on the
Volpp said, "gender
Presidential Election at this stage?
subordination expands
across time and space,"
G: A real effort should be made that
so simply saying we
every vote would be counted. I think
have no unitary culture
there runs a risk of disenfranchisement
that accepts it is never
if you don't. As I have seen it, there is
a justification.
evidence that the butterfly ballot was
very confusing. The most impressive
thing that I have about it would actual

ly be two things: number one is
that every vote counts; number
two is how flawed the system is at
the present time. This election
illustrates both the importance of
voting and of accountability in the
counting process and,that's what I
feel has been the upshot of this.
The other thing that I find very
important is that there is a peaceful
way of dealing with this. I don't
think it is a failure of the system.
I think it is an example of the sys
tem working. In a lot of different
countries, you would have armed
insurrection over this. A final
thing that I think is important is
that I believe the Supreme Court is
within its power to participate in
the resolution of this. All of these '
things reassure me that the demo
cratic process is certainly not fail
ing, it's working. Just give it time.
K: I fear the answer to this next
question because it will almost
surely illustrate that my study
habits, while well intentioned, are
often lax, but about how many
hours a day do you put in at the
law school?
G: Oh gosh. You know, the answer
to that question would probably be
about 12 hours a day on average.
At my age, it takes me longer to
grasp the principles that are under
lying all of these different mecha
nisms. I'm just not as sharp as I
was thirty years ago. I commute
daily from Lancaster, PA, actually
Ephrata. Its' not that bad because 1
get on the turnpike and part of my
JeofLdaysJs planning mil

medical aspects of my other career
and the management aspect of it. I
like to follow the stock market and
current events. As far as leisure
time, I like to cook, mix meals and
experiment with different recipes.
K: With this vast knowledge in
diverse fields, what are you plan
ning on doing after law school?
G: That's a really good question. I
guess I see myself in a policy role,
perhaps some Washington thinktank. I would like to be involved
in the health care planning process
at the policy level. I worked in the
VA system as a physician. I'm a
veteran myself, and I'm keenly
interested in veteran's affairs. I
see them really as an insular
minority whose rights need to be
protected. I see this not really as a
change of careers for me, not at
all. To me it's a confluence of
careers and that's what I want.
K: Do you have a motto or any
thing along those lines that serves
as a motivation for you in your
journey through life?
G: I actually come up with a lot of
different things from time to time.
I think the thing that kind of reca
pitulates my attitude about coming
to law school is, I have this oppor
tunity, why not use it? If I don't, it
is foreclosed to me at this stage in
my life. I wanted to take advan
tage of this unique chance.
K: Is there anything that you

well because I find that if I leave

rience at Villanova?

at about 5:00 or 5:30 A.M., I can
get here by 6:30 and avoid the
fraffic, and then once I'm here, I'll
stay until the traffic dies down in
the evening. Also, I really don't
see the drive as down time because
what I do is subscribe to audio
cassettes and I also still keep up
with continuing medical educa-

G: I'd liked to say that I have been
very impressed with the student
body of Villanova. You know,
there is a generation gap. I'm old
enough to be a dad to many of the
students. And that's really the
thing that I was concerned with
when I started this, you know, sit-

iion-I do all of that on audio tapes.
1 listen to the tape and I'll take a
test when I get home. It sounds
complicated but not really.
K: (At this point my jaw is just
slightly above floor-level.) I just
admire your dedication. What do
you do when you're not hitting the
books?
G: I like to keep current with my
daughter and holidays I spend with
iier when we can get together.
When I'm not hitting the books,
which you know is not a lot of
time, I like keeping up with the

ting in a classroom with individu
als half my age. I think that
everyone I have run into has been
very well rounded, very well read,
very competent, and it's been a
pleasure working with the student
body here. Kind of like my biggest
fear turned out to be greatest sense
of satisfaction and that's how 1
honestly feel.
Well you are certainly an
admirable person yourself Paul.
Good luck on your exams. '
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